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Yin Xuecheng unwillingly apologized to the instructor. Although Instructor Du was very angry, he nodded 

on account of Instructor Qian. The matter was considered resolved. 

 

Instructor Qian used his spiritual sense to establish a connection with one of the Demon Beast eggs and 

asked why it was agitated just now. To protect its food, the Demon Beast egg was afraid that others 

would eat the fragrant thing, so it lied and hid the real reason, it only said that it was suddenly agitated. 

 

Instructor Qian asked a few other Demon Beast eggs, but they all gave similar answers. Instructor Qian 

frowned and said to Instructor Du, “Instructor Du, I don’t know what the reason is for these Demon 

Beast eggs to suddenly go berserk. They seemed to just suddenly feel agitated.” 

 

Instructor Du also frowned. “The Demon Beasts are agitated either because they have something that 

attracts them, or because there are extremely powerful Demon Beasts nearby, or because they have 

been struck by lightning or Earth Dragons. I’ll report this to Instructor Wu and have him investigate 

thoroughly. Instructor Qian, you can make up for today’s Beast Taming class another day!” 

 

Instructor Qian also felt that it was unusual. He nodded and said to the students, “Today’s Beast Taming 

class will be postponed to tomorrow afternoon. All of you are free to leave. I still have some matters to 

attend to here.” 

 

The students were also quite frightened by the Demon Beast egg riot just now. When they heard 

Instructor Qian’s words, those who did not have any objections all left. 

 

Yun Chujiu felt guilty for what had happened. ‘Oh god, I didn’t do it on purpose. I just asked, but who 

knew that that idiot Strange Grass would really suddenly entice those Demon Beast eggs with its scent!’ 

 

While Yun Chujiu blamed herself, the sky strangely turned dark. Yun Chujiu suddenly had a bad 

premonition. 

 



F*ck! Her spiritual power had shown signs of a breakthrough recently. Could it be that old B*stard Tian 

Dao had sent Heavenly Lightning clouds after her?! 

 

If that was the case, then it would be terrible! 

 

She might accidentally injure others, or even worse, the fact that she was not afraid of being struck by 

lightning might be exposed! Who knows, she might attract some other trouble if that secret got out. 

What should she do now?! 

 

The clouds in the sky grew thicker and thicker. The immense pressure made people feel very downcast. 

Yun Chujiu gritted her teeth. There was only one place that was most suitable for her now! 

 

As she thought of what to do, Yun Chujiu hurriedly said to Feng Ming and the other two, “I have 

something to do. I’ll be leaving first!” 

 

Yun Chujiu started to run. Everyone only had time to see an afterimage of her. 

 

Yin Sulian said disdainfully, “Hmph! I guess she’s afraid after hearing Instructor Wu say that. Not only is 

she a good-for-nothing, but she’s also a coward!” 

 

Feng Ming could not hold it in anymore, he said coldly, “Yin Sulian, don’t forget. If it weren’t for our 

Junior Sister Little Jiu, you wouldn’t even have passed the third round of the test. It’s fine if you aren’t 

grateful, but you still keep slandering Junior Sister Little Jiu. You really are a scoundrel. Don’t worry, our 

Junior Sister Little Jiu will show you what a true genius is sooner or later!” 

 

Yin Sulian pursed her lips. “Genius? More like a fool! Hmph! Only the trash of the Azure Mystic 

Continent would think that Yun Chujiu is a genius, right? You guys just wait to be eliminated in the mid-

year competition!” 

 



“Second Miss Yin is right. The four of you are not qualified to enter the Tian Yuan Academy in the first 

place. You were just lucky! Just wait to be eliminated!” 

 

“That Yun Chujiu only knows how to sensationalize things all day long. She doesn’t have any real ability. I 

heard that their Huang Class can barely understand the basics of the solidification of spiritual power. 

When the time comes, the fifty people who will be eliminated might all be from the Huang Class!” 

 


